Dedicated to upholding justice and resilience in the music ecosystem for the Alps-Adriatic region and beyond, MICS is a collaboration between Enterprise Z / Klanghaus Untergreith, Mani doo / Hrelji 45 & Zveza Mink Tolmin
Workshops in Hrelji, Istria, Croatia
Sharing music across borders
Participants from AT, HR, SI, IT, RS
Aged 7 to 60+
Performance following workshops on improvisation and deep listening
Listening in the countryside
Audience from HR, AT, IT, SI
Radio Ironic Orchester
Live performance in Croatia with live broadcast to and streaming participation from Austria
Tamara Obrovac (HR) voice, Žiga Golob (SI) double bass
Viv Corringham, UK
Zappi (Wener Diermayer, of FAUST), Elke Drapatz, Paul Kraker (BG-BGB St. Martin, Villach)
Sainkho Namtchylak, Tuva
ZAVOLOKA (Kateryna Zavoloka), Ukraine
Musician and co-founder of the label
I Shall Sing Until My Land Is Free
Rupert Huber (AT), Balázs Pándi (HU), Zahra Mani (AT/UK/PK) in Tolmin, SI
Audience, Klanghaus
Untergreith (AT)
Burning Woman (Kateryna Kostrova), UA
The MICS book! Please help yourself...